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Robotic Vacuum cleaner Roidmi EVE CC

Roidmi EVE CC cleaning robot
Let the Roidmi EVE CC do the cleaning for you. The robot effectively picks up dust and other debris with its 3,800 Pa suction force and
rubber  brush.  What's  more,  it  automatically  returns  to  the  station  and  empties  the  dust  tank.  It  also  offers  a  mopping  function.  In
addition, it runs for up to 180 minutes, allowing you to clean more rooms without charging interruptions. With LDS navigation, it easily
navigates around the apartment, and the Mi Home and Roidmi apps allow you to remotely control the robot and adjust settings.
 
Effortless dirt removal
Enjoy a dirt-free surface with Roidmi EVE CC. The robot effectively removes dust and fine debris with its 35W motor and 3,800 Pa suction
power.  In  addition,  the  rubber  brush  prevents  hair  entanglement  and  thoroughly  collects  dirt  accumulated  in  the  crevices.  The  side
brush, on the other hand, vacuums areas close to the walls for more effective cleaning. In addition, it has a mopping pad and a 290 ml
water tank, so it will clean about 150 sq. m. in one go. So you don't have to stop cleaning to refill the water in the tank.
 
LDS smart navigation
Experience how the EVE CC efficiently navigates your apartment The robot uses LDS intelligent laser navigation to accurately scan rooms
and quickly map them (about 5 minutes). In addition, it finds itself brilliantly in poorly lit rooms. What's more, it overcomes obstacles up
to 17 mm high and automatically detects stairs and then avoids them. Use the Roidmi EVE CC without worrying about damaging it.
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Automatic tank emptying
You no longer need to empty the dust tank manually. When needed, the robot will return to the station to remove dirt from it. The clever
design of the air duct means that emptying the tank will only take 15 seconds. You also don't have to worry about annoying noise - the
process is extremely quiet. In addition, the capacity of the tank is 2.5 liters, which reduces the frequency of its replacement - enough for
about 60 days. Enjoy the innovative solutions that the Roidmi EVE CC offers.
 
More convenient with the app
Download the Roidmi and Mi Home apps, available in the Google Play and App Store, and get more options. Conveniently start cleaning,
manage room maps, set up virtual walls and regular cleaning, check notifications, battery levels and many more! Now you have all these
functions at your fingertips.
 
In the set
robot
station
side brush x2
mop pad with handle x2
filter x2
dust and water tank 2in1
dust bag x5
cleaning brush
instruction manual
Manufacturer
Roidmi
Model
EVE CC
Color
white
Suction power
3800 Pa
Rechargeable battery
lithium
Rechargeable battery capacity
3200 mAh
Working time
approx. 180 min
Input voltage
220-240V, 50/60 Hz (station)
Power
700 W (station), 40 W (robot)
Output voltage
24 V/1.2 A
Rated voltage (robot)
14.4 V
Weight
approx. 2.8 kg (robot), 2.6 kg (station)
Dust bag capacity
0.26 l (robot), 2.5 l (station)
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Water tank capacity
approx. 290 ml
Noise level
76 dB(A)
Dimensions
275 × 293 mm (station), 325 × 325 × 97 mm (robot)
Application
Roidmi, Mi Home
System requirements
Android 5.0 (or later), iOS 10 (or later)
Connection
Wi-Fi 2.4 G 802.11b/g/n

Preço:

Antes: € 349.0002

Agora: € 321.01

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Vacuum Cleaners
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